


We do not offer just goods - 

                         we make your dreams come true.

holbi.by

ABOUT US

CONQUERING THE HEIGHTS -

This is the way we designated the main 

vector of our company development.

We produce premium plumbing using 

Solid Surface technology and every day 

we strive to be on top.



TECHNOLOGIES 

               AND MATERIALS
HOLBI technologists and engineers had set a goal to 

create a material with the best quality characteristics, 

ideally suited for the production of premium sanitary ware.

Thanks to existing research, as well as our own develop-

ments and patented formulas, the innovative material 

SOFT ROCK was created.

What is SOFT ROCK?

SoftRock is an innovative composite material for the 

production of functional, aesthetic, environmentally 

friendly and safe plumbing.

70% SoftRock consists of natural minerals; the remaining 

30% of the composition is a polymer that acts as a binder 

component. The igneous mineral rocks included in 

SoftRock make the material unpretentious in mainte-

nance and ideal for daily use.

SoftRock is ideally balanced in chemical composition and 

has excellent physical and mechanical characteristics. The 

material is neutral to most acids and alkaline compounds.

SoftRock is a dense, non-porous and durable material, 

pleasant to touch thanks to its velvety structure.

PROPERTIES:

mechanical stress resistance 

temperature changes resistance 

UV resistance

chemical resistance 

resistance to abrasive materials



DESIGN
Creativity in forms, introducing innovations 

and continuous improvement of production 

technology allows you to turn HOLBI prod-

ucts into a tool that makes it possible to realize 

the most daring wishes in design, while not 

forgetting about convenience and function-

ality.

To conquer the heights in quality, technology 

and design - these are our goals, the ultimate 

of which is to satisfy the most sophisticated 

needs of our customer.



VENUS
1680 x 800 mm



solid duo

1680 x 800 mm

VENUS



solid color

1680 x 800 mm

VENUS



VENUS NEW
1580 x 790 mm



VENUS NEW
1580 x 790 mm

solid duo



solid color

1580 x 790 mm

VENUS NEW



GALATEA
1685 x 770 mm



GALATEA
1685 x 770 mm

solid duo



GALATEA solid color

1685 x 770 mm



AFINA
1610 x 660 mm



AFINA
1610 x 660 mm

solid duo



AFINA
1610 x 660 mm

solid color



AFRODITA
1610 x 680 mm



AFRODITA
1610 x 680 mm

solid duo



AFRODITA
1610 x 680 mm

solid color



SELENA
1610 x 680 mm



SELENA
1610 x 680 mm

solid duo



SELENA
1610 x 680 mm

solid color



ALMATEA
425 mm



ALMATEA
425 mm



DIONE
600 x 360 mm



DIONE
600 x 360 mm



EUROPE
550 x 335 mm



EUROPE
550 x 335 mm

nano concreate



MOON
436 mm



MOON
436 mm

solid duo



MARS
420 x 410 mm



MARS
420 x 410 mm

solid color



MERCURY
640 x 350 mm



MERCURY
640 x 350 mm

nano concreate



SATURN
425 x 425 mm



SATURN
425 x 425 mm

solid color



TEFIA
640 x 350 mm



TEFIA
640 x 350 mm

solid color



TITAN
600 x 360 mm



TITAN
600 x 360 mm

solid duo



JUPITER
435 x 435 mm



JUPITER
435 x 435 mm



NEPTUNE 50
500 x 330 mm



NEPTUNE 65
640 x 290 mm



ARIEL
555 x 400 mm



URAN
410 mm



HALLEY
510 x 395 mm

125

85



Solid Chrystal White  (SCW) Solid Color (SWG)

- solid crystal white color for the entire thickness of the product - solid color material for the entire thickness of the product

Solid Duo ( )SD

- the ability to paint the product on one side

Nano Concrete ( )NC

- Plumbing Concrete

COLOR SPECTRUM

There is also opportunity to choose the logo colour applied.

BLACK GOLD SILVER

One of the undoubted advantages of Holbi filling systems is its wide colour range.

Using the forecasts and preferences of professional designers as well as taking into account our customers 

wishes we create a unique material which texture and colours satisfy the most demanding taste.

These are pure colours that never go out of fashion, variations of natural stone and agglomerates, and colour 

compositions of modern design.

The widest range of Holbi * colours allows you to combine your products with various materials and create 

unique interior design in any style.

In addition to the existing colour palette, Holbi offers exclusive colours for special commercial projects.

* Coloursavailable according to RAL system

COLOR SPECTRUM



WORKTOPS 
Meeting the wishes of designers, architects and 

investors ,Holbi offers a new product: made to 

measure - worktops with integrated sinks in individ-

ual sizes.

A wide selection of sink models available for integra-

tion: Uran, Neptune50, Neptune65, Ariel, Titan, 

Mercury, Tefia, Jupiter, Dione, Saturn, Almatea, 

Moon.

Various colourselections (white and colour, matte 

and glossy, as well as imitation of marble).

Variability in the choice of thickness.

The ability to manufacture front and side panels.

A wide range of overall dimensionsavailable:

Worktop width:

min 200 mm - max 800 mm;

length:

min 500 mm - max 2100 mm.

All these practical solutions allow us to satisfy the 

most demanding wishes of our customers.

MADE TO MEASURE 



We constantly invest in our production facilities, 

while our main asset is a first-class professional 

who are passionate about their work.

Every day we work to ensure that HOLBI prod-

ucts find their places in your homes, please you 

every day for many years, become a part of your 

life, filling it with comfort, reliability and beauty.

PRODUCTION



CERTIFICATION

High quality and safety of Holbi products meets international standards. Also, the company's products comply with all stan-

dards in force in the Russian Federation and in the Republic of Belarus.


